Hanging out by Old Men's in 1931.

Waiting for another Wismer meal in 1970.

Struggling through O'Chem lab in 1935.
UC fans enjoy a football game in 1931.

A call for peace by the class of 1970.

Meeting friends on the steps in 1936.
The Changeling
by Thomas Middleton and William Rowley
November 1990

Director
Joyce E. Henry
Set Designer
John Rager
Lighting Designer
Rebecca E. Dunn
Costume Design
Scaramouche of Bethlehem, PA
Coordinators
Nancy Hughes and Kathleen Bowers
Choreographer
Marisa Reilly
Stage Manager
Leslie Gaskill
Lighting Operator
Melissa Rosenthal
Audio Operator
Diana Brown

Set Executed by: Keith Strunk, Rebecca E. Dunn, Mike Farleigh, Rob Connor, Jolene Prowse, Victor Starr, Eric Foellmer, et al.

THE CAST

Vermandero
Tomazo de Piracquo
Alonzo de Piracquo
Alsemero
Jasperino
Alibius
Lollio
Pedro
Antonio
Franciscus
DeFlores
Beatrice-Joanna
Diaphanta
Isabella
Servant
Servant

George Fago
Rob Connor
Eric Foellmer
Gary Papa
Mike Farleigh
Bob Lane
Allen McCabe
Victor Starr
Kevin Murphy
Jeff Taylor
Keith Strunk
Lisa Dileenno
Coleen Casciano
Kristin Schwarz
Julio Omana
Eric Wilden

Madhouse People: Louis Bove, Sloane Gibb, Karin Hoernner, Julio Omana, Jolene Prowse, Beth Schneider, Eric Wilden.

The pro-Theatre was excited to have Gary Papa as a member of their cast in The Changeling. Papa is a sports-caster for WPVI Channel Six in Philadelphia.

A few of the Madhouse residents.

Alsemero greets the beautiful Beatrice-Joanna.

Alonzo returns as a ghost.
Conflict and Creativity: An Evening of Contemporary One-Act Plays

April 1990

CALM DOWN, MOTHER
by Megan Terry

man One

Monica de la Hoya

man Two
Leslie Caskill

man Three
Marian Kellogg

REASONABLE CIRCULATION
by P.J. Barry

leen Dugan

Coleen Casciano

andra Horowitz
Sloane Gibb

arta Perez
Beth Schneider

an Trainor
Eric Foellmer

erman Kent
Robert Lane

THE AUTHOR'S VOICE
by Richard Greenberg

Kriaia

Kristin Searzw

tia
Keith Strunk

d
Alan McCabe

Director
Joyce E. Henry

Lighting Designer
Rebecca Dunn

Light/Audio Operator
Diana Brown

Set Construction
Keith Strunk

Production Crew
Ken Baker

Theatre Wkshp Class
Kristin Schwarz
Airband

The APE's pledges invent their own instruments.

Black to the Future dances to Poison.

Beta Sig pledges dance with the Devil with the Blue Dress on.

Faculty judges Ms. Murphy and Dr. Miller dress up for their big night.

Kiss stops at UC on their latest world tour.
The eighth annual Airband was held on February 22, 1991. This year's lip-synch contest was won by members of the group Senior Attraction who danced to Paula Abdul's song Opposites Attract. Members of the group included Khalil Meggett, Sue Soltesz, Ron Algeo, Bonnie Emmert, Keir Lewis and Bruce McNutt. All the proceeds from the competition went to six year old Amanda King. Amanda is from East Coventry, PA and was earlier diagnosed as having cancer. The King family attended the show and thanked all the participants during intermission. A special thanks was also given to the R.A.'s who organized the entire event.

Other acts included:

**GROUP**
- Phi Psi
- Omega Chi
- Beta Sig Pledges
- F.a.S.I.F.
- Kappa Delta Kappa
- Hottest Band
- Black to the Future
- Senior Confessions
- Tau Sig
- Throwbacks
- RA's

**SONG**
- Rhythm Nation
- It's Raining Men
- Devil with a Blue Dress
- Can You Stand The Rain?
- Splish Splash
- Detroit Rock City
- Poison
- Personal Jesus
- Groove is in the Heart
- Under the Sea
Excerpt from Junior Class Poem (1912 Ruby)
Does the Class of 1992 live up to this?
"For common sense and honesty we stand,
For justice we shall ever fight;
Whether at home or on foreign strand,
Let none forget Ursinus' might."

I hope these are Halloween costumes!

Stacey masters the art of studying through osmosis.
We can only hope to someday all have noses this big.

Flash shows us the difficulty of being an R.A. on duty.
Excerpt from Sophomore Class Poem (1920 Ruby)
"So we shared in our pleasures and troubles
A spirit of duty and pride
And love bound us tightly together
With bonds that will not come untied."

I'm sure those bottles have nothing to do with Rick's condition.
Sophomores

Three of UC's most eligible bachelors.

Out for another excellent adventure

It's hard being as popular as Tom Cruise.

Every Sophomore girl's dream...the daily abuses of pledging.
Casey warms up for the game.

Where is the best place to find freshmen girls? THE QUAD.
Excerpt from the Freshmen Class History
(Class of 1923)
Time will only tell if the Class of 1995 is equivalent.

"In this class are found a great number of athletes, literary lights and-well, everything that goes to make up a good class. Although the proof of their ability has not yet been shown, their records which follow them from their preparatory schools show that they are worthy of this commendation."

Left and Far Left: The Class of '95 was the first to have a semi-formal dance during their orientation in August. These guys seemed to enjoy it!
944 decorates for the Christmas Season.

Dr. Miller helps out students in TV Class.

Amy gets a new 'do for free.

Tara leads the daily aerobics class.
Confetti fights are not an every day occurrence.
D-bo gets a little help from the trainer.

NO COMMENT.
Workin' on the chain gang.

“Get me outta this plaaaaacce!!”

May I help you?

Just hangin' around.
Your friendly A.V. Department.

USEAC at their national conference in Illinois.
The Phi Tau way to cheer.

Everyone in Histo-Lab needs a break.
Sunbathing is a sport everyone can participate in.

Playing horseshoes is popular behind Reimert and 702.
When the snow melts and the days start to become longer everyone at Ursinus heads outside. Probably the first sign of spring on campus is when all the Main Street houses have their furniture moved out onto their porches. At this time, studying usually becomes the last thing on everyone’s mind, but for those who still have work to do, studying outside becomes the obvious alternative. Some of the favorite outdoor sports include golfing across campus, horseshoes, waving at cars, wiffle ball, sunbathing, volleyball, football and of course, just spending time with friends. The students aren’t the only ones who get into the spring spirit, the faculty and administration can too. For example, Hiroshi Dezawa begins to hold his classes outside at the first sign of spring. Wismer also gets involved when they start having picnics. Instead of having the regular indoor meals they break out the hot dogs, hamburgers, spare ribs and watermelon, and move it all outside for everyone to enjoy. It is easy to say that staying inside during this time of year at Ursinus is difficult!
Spring Break

(L to R): Stephanie, Kelly, Laura and Sue enjoy a drink in Key West with Bud Man.

(L to R): Khalil, Wej, Ron, Matt, Trey and Andy relax on their porch in Cocoa Beach, Flor
Mid-Terms exams are finally over. That paper for your toughest class has been handed in. You worked all of Christmas Break for the money. Now it is time for Spring Break!!

This year Ursinus students traveled all over the globe for Spring Break. While most went south to the tropics a few did go north. Spring skiing is a favorite sport among UC students and it is an excellent vacation for those that just can't sit still. Of course not everyone traveled long distances. Some simply went home to recuperate. Anyway you look at, wherever anyone was . . . it was a much needed break. After all, there is only one more break (Easter) before final exams start.
Senior Party at Birchwood
The last day of exams is finally over. All the underclassmen have moved off campus. Now it is just the seniors.

On Thursday, May 9, 1991 all the seniors gathered at The Barn at Birchwood. The Senior Class sponsored this event that let the class spend some time together dancing, drinking and talking before graduation. This was the beginning of the Graduation Weekend festivities which was the last time the seniors would all be on campus together.
To welcome the Class of 1991 into the Young Alumni Association the Alumni Office sponsored a picnic at Mermaid Lake. Many members of previous UC graduating classes attended to help the Class of '91 finish the food that was provided. Not only was there a lot to eat but there were also plenty of things to do. Just a few of the activities included were basketball, volleyball, miniature golf, dancing and talking with old friends. The picnic was a great way for the Class of '91 to spend their first day as UC students. After the picnic, the only event left in the reunion's weekend was . . .
Graduation

Michele Kriebel looks for her family during Commencement.

Dr. Snyder leads the Baccalaureate Processional.

Lisa DiLenno celebrates after receiving her degree.

Omwake enjoys brunch before going to Commencement.

Jeremy Trinidad delivers the Commencement Remarks.
Reverend Washington gives the Baccalaureate Address.

Below: Speaker Patricia MacLachlan receives her honorary degree.
Grizzly Headlines

New Era of Recycling To Change Actions and Minds

By Mark Wilhelms
October 2, 1990

In an attempt to act on the promises made on Earth Day, a campus-wide recycling program for aluminum is now underway. The program became a reality when concerned students and administration met to discuss the possibilities of such a program. Out of necessity and request by both groups, a plan has been devised.

The recycling program will use large yellow Rubbermaid containers with red lids, which the college has recently purchased. The lids have small holes cut into them to accommodate the recycling of only aluminum. These recycling bins are placed in over 75 locations in the residential and academic buildings.

Quad Intruder Sighted

By Sara Jacobson
November 6, 1990

Over the past ten days there have been reported incidents of invasion of privacy in the Quad. An unidentified man, approximately 5'6", age range 18-25, with light brown or dirty blonde hair, has been going into the bathrooms of the Quad and "peeping" at girls as they shower. The incidents usually occur between 6:30 and 8:00 AM when security leaves the Paisley I front desk.

Election 1990: Hafer Speaks Hafer a Magnet for Opposition

By Craig Faucher
September 19, 1990

Last Thursday, Ursinus College welcomed Republican gubernatorial candidate Barbara Hafer at Wismer auditorium. Mrs. Hafer delivered a forty minute speech to members of the student body, faculty, press, and local townships that were present. Mrs. Hafer, current Auditor General of Pennsylvania, entered the room to find voter registration booths in the rear, an abortion demonstrators to the left, and a large crowd of interested people filling in the rest of the room.

Ursinus Honored at Governor's Mansion

By Sara Jacobson
October 30, 1990

On Sunday September 30, six members of the Ursinus community attended a reception given by Governor and Mrs. Casey at the Governor's mansion in Harrisburg. The reception, held in the public wing of the mansion, unveiled an art exhibit of works donated by museums throughout the state.

The exhibit, "Director's Choice," was organized by Governor Casey's Cultural Advisor, Sondra Myers. A select group of art museums throughout Pennsylvania were asked to donate two or three artworks representative of their collection.
Reimert Fire Breaks Up Sorority Rush

By Sara Jacobson
April 16, 1991

On Thursday, April 11, at approximately 8:30, a fire broke out in the Reimert mail room.

The fire occurred in a cleaning cart sitting in the mail room, which is kept locked during the evenings. Damage has been estimated as minimal because the fire was contained to the cart and the mail room. Since there is always the threat of fire spreading, Reimert was immediately evacuated by security and the resident assistants. The building was particularly crowded since the incident coincided with the first official sorority rush parties of the season. Students were not allowed to reenter Reimert for approximately two hours.

The Collegeville fire company and police department and Trappe ambulance and fire company responded to the alarm with a total of six vehicles. While there were no serious injuries, Mark Lowenberg, who attempted to put the fire out with an emergency extinguisher before the local authorities responded, was treated for minor smoke inhalation by the Trappe ambulance company.

Wismer Hall to be Renovated By Next Fall

By Kathleen Bowers
December 3, 1990

Plans for the Wismer student center are taking shape. Ursinus' architect has presented a definite plan for the renovation of the downstairs auditorium into a combination lounge and nightclub.

The upcoming changes are the first step in the long-range goal of converting Wismer into an up-to-date student center. The center will likely include the bookstore, a central mailroom, a variety of lounges, updated dining facilities, a gameroom, a snack shop, and student activities such as the campus radio station.

Fourth Annual Medieval Fest: Magic for All

By Trey Gelston
April 23, 1991

The fourth annual Medieval Sports Festival for physically handicapped students of the Montgomery County Intermediate Unit (MCIU) was held on Thursday, April 19, in Helfferich Hall. The event was organized by Dr. Laura Borsdorf, assistant professor of health physical education and recreation at Ursinus, and Darlene Anderson, adaptive physical educator instructor for the MCIU.

The festival consisted of 33 games which were set up by Dr. Borsdorf's corrective and adaptive class. After completing a game the students were given a token which were made by the students of the corrective and adaptive class.

The festival also featured Joe Grejdu, a nationally rated wheelchair archer, who amazed all the students, even the ones from Ursinus, with his ability and Jim McGowan, an internationally known disabled athlete, who attempted to swim the English Channel several years ago.

About fifty MCIU students attended the festival and all seemed to enjoy themselves.

Welcome Back President Richter

By Erika Compton
February 4, 1991

During the last semester, President Richter was on leave of absence from Ursinus College. After 35 years of having his “nose to the grindstone,” he took a break from his everyday schedule, and did traveling as well as work.

President Richter travelled south to the Carolinas, then came back for the dedication of F.W. Olin Hall, and then left again for the Poconos and Arizona. “If we (President Richter and his wife) were going to renew and refresh, then we really felt we had to get severed from the life on campus,” he said.
With all the events that occurred during our academic year, none affected us as much as Operation Desert Storm. The world watched as the United Nation's deadline for Iraqi forces to pull out of occupied Kuwait passed. Then, on January 17, 1991, just two days later, we watched as the Allied Forces began their air attack on Baghdad. The goal of an Iraqi withdrawal was achieved within two months but the aftermath of the events continue as oil fires burn and other disputes continue within Iraq. These events all stirred a large amount of patriotism within us as we worried about our troops and the rights of others to have freedom.

Oct 3, 1990- Germany held a national celebration to honor their unification.

In the 90's we became more aware of our large number of homeless.

Below: Romanians vote May 20, in their first free elections in 50 years

After being freed from 27 years in prison, Nelson Mandela tours the world.
The Year Beyond Ursinus

The 1990-91 academic year brought many changes not just to Ursinus, but to the world. Many social issues were addressed by our nation and others including flag burning, the homeless, and segregation. Internationally, communism began to decline as the two Germanys unified, Romania held free elections and problems occurred within the Soviet Union as Lithuania declared its independence. In the Philippines, Mother Nature made us aware of her presence as an earthquake jolted Manila and surrounding Luzon island on July 16, 1990 killing at least 193 people and leaving hundreds more trapped in collapsed buildings. In the world of sports, Buffalo Bill's kicker Scott Norwood missed a field goal on the last play of the game to clinch the New York Giants Super Bowl victory. These were not the only issues that affected us, but these, along with the war, all made a great impact on the world.

(All Photos Provided by the Associated Press)